Myth and Tradition
POPOPOL WUJ

WUQUB KAK’IX = Big Dipper
CHIMALMAT = Little Dipper
SIPAKNA = Lizard or smoke
CABRAKAN = Earthquake
Xbalanque = The moon
Junajpu = The sun
The Pleiades and the creation

Yucatan = Tzab
Quiche = Tzob’ Uxe’ Ch’umil
Pleiades
Popol Wuj = the 400 young men

The Origin of Man kind
Orion THE TURTLE CONSTELLATION
In Yucatan is Aak

In Guatemala Jupuq Ch’umilal Re uwukaj T’ot’
The Three Stones
Chak – Ahau – Bolom Yoote’
ZOOMORPH P – QUIRIGUA GUATEMALA
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STELA C IN QUIRIGUA
GUATEMALA

8 Kuk’ul

ox tun tzukah
three stones were set

8 tun
the stone, Jaguar Paddler

uti na ho’-chan
it happened at the First-Five-Sky

uti tzapwa tun
he planted the stone

uti k’ab ???
it happened at Earth-Place

iwal utiy
and then it happened the stone
was set

waterlily throne stone

Yax-Ox Tun-nal
First-Three-Stone-Place

it was his action

Wak-Chan-Ahaw
Raised-up-Sky-Lord

4 Ahaw

haal k’ohba
was manifested, the image

utzi tzapwa
they planted

Stingray Paddler

Ek’-Na-Chak-??
Black-First-Red-??

serpent throne stone

Na Itzamni

utzi ch’a-chan
it happened at Lying-down-Sky

were completed 13 baktuns
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El Zodiaco Maya

La Iguana
Batz
El Mono
El Gavilán
El Jaguar
El Perro
La Serpiente
El Conejo
La Tortuga
El Murciélago
El Alacrán
El Venado
La Lechuza
El Pavo

Credit - Profecia Maya Album Coleccionable – Loteria Nacional
THIRTEEN ENERGIES
UXMAL – TEMPLE
OF THE TURTLES
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ORION OVER THE KUKULKAN PYRAMID IN CHICHEN ITZA DURING THE DECEMBER SOLTICE 2012
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